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Improving  library  user  skills  is a(n) ………. of  seeking  assistance  from  library   staff.        

attribute by- product gauge era

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

…………….   are  very  common  words (e.g., and, but, the) that  a computer  ignores  when 

searching  by  keyword.    

Search  engines Stopwords Robots Truncations
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1. 2. 3. 4.

This  database  will  …………..  all  documents  acquired  by  the  library.  

halt emit fluctuate encompass
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1. 2. 3. 4.

We  have  to ensure  that  the library  remains  ………….… in fulfillment  of  the  demands.     

radical solvent weakened viable
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1. 2. 3. 4.

 Webometric results typically .................. new and old web pages into one data set.    

combine quote last prescribe
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1. 2. 3. 4.

 Librarians  should  be  …….. about  free  Internet resources.    

brittle appealing rationale skeptical
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1. 2. 3. 4.

In  a  more  modern  or  commercial ...... .………., many  decorative  elements  or  letters  are 

stamped  onto  a  book's  cover.     

ranking bindery repository sideline
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1. 2. 3. 4.

There are three main reasons to ............. the materials you use.      

cite protest apprise alert
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The  computer  will  verify  whether   the  data  has   been  loaded  correctly. What does ”verify"

mean?     

crash detect check usher  in
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1. 2. 3. 4.

 ILISA  is  a(n)  ……..  that   stands  for  Iranian  Library  and  Information  Science  Associatin.    

acronym novice decoder vendor
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The  primary  purpose  of  a  web ……...........  is to  bring  information  resources  to the  user.    

byproduct nugget jargon browser
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1. 2. 3. 4.

"A  librarian  has  an  integral  part  in  the  educational system."  What does " integral"  mean?      

essential insecure mindful inert
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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I have   never   heard  of  an  academic  librarian  expressing   …….....   to a  public  librarian.

upkeep verification superiority jargon

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"Be  wary  of   using  more  than  two  or  three different  fonts  because  more  than  three  will 

make   your site  appear  complicated."  What does " wary" mean?  

careful diverse clever helpful

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Some  librarian  ………  believe  that  library  2,0  is  a new  way  of  providing  library  service 

through  new  Internet  technologies.   

workers employers bloggers concentration
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Web  is a collection  of  interconnected  documents  and  other  resources, linked by  ……..    and 

URLs.   

hyperlinks permalinks opinions lines
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1. 2. 3. 4.

This  public  library  intends  to  promote  learning  and  stimulate  innovation.  What does

“stimulate”, mean?       

encourage respect assume hassle
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1. 2. 3. 4.

When  digital  reference  service  is  asynchronous  (E mail- based), you  must  consider  several 

variables  in looking   for a(n) ………..  response.    

timely orderly downside newly

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Can you ……… some pdf files to an email?       

direct crawl attach confuse
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1. 2. 3. 4.

………..  is a  measure   of  the  accuracy  of  database  searching.   

Precision Recalling Directory Hit
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Digital  information  is very   easy to ……....... .         

prove recall express manipulate
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Books  that  belong  to  the  same  ……….  have too many things  in common.   

capacity generality genre podcast

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The  library   is  exploiting   new  technologies  to ………. its  internal  operations  and  the  nature 

of  the  materials  and  services  it  provide.     

exchange transform add release

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

………..   is a term  used  for  the  online  delivery  of  video  on demand of  video  clip  content.    

Stimulus Catchy Wiki Vodcast
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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Each   user  is  responsible  for  verifying  the  integrity  and ………  of  the  information  that  is 

used.    

authenticity bibliography distraction sheer
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Her  ideas  on  education  are  pretty  outdated. What does “outdated” mean? 

old- fashioned current modern new
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Medical  librarians ………..  the  web  everyday  to  discover  quality  information  in support   of  

clinical  and  scientific  decision  making  by  doctors.     

surf judge try develop
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1. 2. 3. 4.

"With  the  explosion   of  Internet  technolog, libraries  incorporated  a   wide  array  of  digital 

services."  What does ” incorporate " mean?

use increase include supply
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Our university  library  provides  a  wide  range  of  services all   of  which  are …….. important.     

astonishingly incredibly excitedly exclusively
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Google  is  now  working  with  libraries  to  digitally  ………  books  from  their  collections.      

scan make alternate reason
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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